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BLAINE SHELTON
Each Little Bird that Sings
Univ of South Carolina
Press
In a near wordless
masterpiece that could
only have been devised
by David Wiesner, a cat
named Mr. Wuﬄes
doesn't care about toy
mice or toy goldﬁsh. He’s
much more interested in
playing with a little
spaceship full of actual
aliens—but the ship
wasn't designed for this
kind of rough treatment.
Between motion sickness
and damaged equipment,
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the aliens are in deep
trouble. When the space
visitors dodge the cat and
take shelter behind the
radiator to repair the
damage, they make a
host of insect friends. The
result? A humorous
exploration of cooperation
between aliens and
insects, and of the
universal nature of
communication involving
symbols, “cave”
paintings, and gestures of
friendship. A Caldecott
Honor book.
Warning Miracle
Coachwhip Publications
The kids and their favorite
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teacher from Because of
Mr. Terupt and Mr. Terupt
Falls Again return for a
third book in this
warmhearted series ﬁlled
with unique characters
every reader can relate
to. The one teacher who
changed everything is the
one thing missing this
school year. The kids from
Mr. Terupt’s ﬁfth- and
sixth-grade classes are
entering their ﬁrst year of
junior high school. There’s
a lot to be excited about,
but starting at a new
school isn’t easy. Peter
and Jeﬀrey face tough
competition on their
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wrestling team. Alexia has
a disastrous ﬁrst day of
school, and that’s only the
beginning. Anna is
desperate for Charlie to
propose to her
mother—what is he
waiting for?! Danielle isn’t
feeling so well, but she's
trying to tough it out, like
Grandma. Trouble with a
bully makes Luke dread
going to school for the
ﬁrst time ever. And
Jessica is waiting
anxiously for an
acceptance to a theater
retreat in New York City.
Everyone is missing Mr.
Terupt. When a ﬁght
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threatens to break up the
group forever, they think
their favorite teacher is
the only one who can help
them. But the kids soon
ﬁnd out that it’s Mr.
Terupt who needs saving.
This novel includes extra
content in the back of the
book. Readers will ﬁnd a
Junior High Survival Guide
with tips from the old
gang! Read all the Mr.
Terupt Books, including
Because of Mr. Terupt and
Mr. Terupt Falls Again!
And don't miss the
conclusion to the series,
Goodbye, Mr. Terupt,
coming soon! "Fans of the

“Terupt” novels will cheer
as the Snow Hill crowd
enters seventh grade,
though this latest volume
will also appeal to
newcomers to the
series."--School Library
Journal
Savvy Harlequin
A runaway seeks Harper
Lee for answers
Sometimes the things that
need to be discovered
aren't so easily found at
home. Erin is certain that
this is true in her case. A
book is all that connects
Erin to her mother, who
died when she was a
baby. But how much can
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Erin really learn about her
mother from a tattered
copy of To Kill a
Mockingbird? On the eve
of her sixteenth birthday,
Erin decides it's ﬁnally
time to ﬁnd out. And so
begins her bus journey
from Minnesota to
Alabama in search of
Harper Lee, the reclusive
author of To Kill a
Mockingbird. In a novel
full of quirky characters,
strange coincidences, and
on-the-road adventures,
In Search of
Mockingbirdby Loretta
Ellsworth deftly traces a
unique voyage of self-
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discovery, perfect for fans
of To Kill a
Mockingbirdand Go Set a
Watchman. “Light,
contemporary quest story
. . . Suggest this as a
follow-up to Lee's classic
novel.” —Booklist “Erin's
journey of self-discovery
gives her the courage to
confront her own failings
and the maturity to
accept her father's plans
to marry. . . . Readers will
root for her while reaching
for a copy of To Kill a
Mockingbird.”
—Publishers Weekly
"Ellsworth makes Erin's
unlikely coming-of-age
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trip convincing. Designed
to look like an old journal,
the story's searching-formother theme should
make it especially
appealing to older fans of
Kate DiCamillo's Because
of Winn Dixie (2000) and
Phyllis Reynolds Naylor's
Alice Books. An engaging
road trip." -Kirkus Reviews
The Philosopher's Doll
Millbrook Press
The Handbook of
Communication Skills is
recognised as one of the
core texts in the ﬁeld of
communication, oﬀering a
state-of-the-art overview
of this rapidly evolving
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ﬁeld of study. This
comprehensively revised
and updated fourth
edition arrives at a time
when the realm of
interpersonal
communication has
attracted immense
attention. Recent
research showing the
potency of communication
skills for success in many
walks of life has
stimulated considerable
interest in this area, both
from academic
researchers, and from
practitioners whose dayto-day work is so
dependent on eﬀective
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social skills. Covering
topics such as non-verbal
behaviour, listening,
negotiation and
persuasion, the book
situates communication in
a range of diﬀerent
contexts, from interacting
in groups to the
counselling interview.
Based on the core tenet
that interpersonal
communication can be
conceptualised as a form
of skilled activity, and
including new chapters on
cognitive behavioural
therapy and coaching and
mentoring, this new
edition also places

communication in context
with advances in digital
technology. The
Handbook of
Communication Skills
represents the most
signiﬁcant single
contribution to the
literature in this domain.
Providing a rich mine of
information for the
neophyte and practising
professional, it is perfect
for use in a variety of
contexts, from theoretical
mainstream
communication modules
on degree programmes to
vocational courses in
health, business and
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education. With
contributions from an
internationally renowned
range of scholars, this is
the deﬁnitive text for
students, researchers and
professionals alike.
Tales from Silver Lands
Abrams
A delightful adveture full
of humor and heart set in
Elizabethan England!
Widge is an orphan with a
rare talent for shorthand.
His fearsome master has
just one demand: steal
Shakespeare's play
"Hamlet"--or else. Widge
has no choice but to
follow orders, so he works
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his way into the heart of
the Globe Theatre, where
Shakespeare's players
perform. As full of twists
and turns as a London
alleyway, this entertaining
novel is rich in period
details, colorful
characters, villainy, and
drama. * "A fast-moving
historical novel that
introduces an important
era with casual
familiarity." --School
Library Journal, starred
review "Readers will ﬁnd
much to like in Widge,
and plenty to enjoy in this
gleeful romp through olde
England" --Kirkus Reviews
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"Excels in the lively
depictions of Elizabethan
stagecraft and street life."
--Publishers Weekly An
ALA Notable Book
The Shakespeare Stealer
Penguin
There are many good
books in the market
dealing with the subject of
allelopathy. When we
designed the outline of
this new book, we thought
that it should include as
many diﬀerent points of
view as possible, although
in an integrated general
scheme. Allelopathy can
be viewed from diﬀerent
of perspectives, ranging
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from the molecular to the
ecosystem level, and
including molecular
biology, plant
biochemistry, plant
physiology, plant
ecophysiology and
ecology, with information
coming also from the
organic chemistry, soil
sciences, microbiology
and many other scientiﬁc
disciplines. This book was
designed to include a
complete perspective of
allelopathic process. The
book is divided into seven
major sections. The ﬁrst
chapter explores the
international development
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of allelopathy as a science
and next section deals
with methodological
aspects and it explores
potential limitations of
actual research. Third
section is devoted to
physiological aspects of
allelopathy. Diﬀerent
specialists wrote about
photosynthesis, cell cycle,
detoxiﬁcation processes,
abiotic and biotic stress,
plant secondary
metabolites and
respiration related to
allelopathy. Chapters 13
through 16 are
collectively devoted to
various aspects of plant

ecophysiology on a
variety of levels:
microorganisms, soil
system and weed
germination. Fundamental
ecology approaches using
both experimental
observations and
theoretical analysis of
allelopathy are described
in chapters 16 and 17.
Those chapters deal with
the possible evolutionary
forces that have shaped
particular strategies. In
the section named
“allelopathy in diﬀerent
environments”, authors
primarily center on
marine, aquatic, forest
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and agro ecosystems.
Last section includes
chapters addressing
application of the
knowledge of allelopathy.
Old Churches, Their
Cemeteries and Family
Graveyards of Princess
Anne County, Virginia
Circa Now
"How to Bury a Goldﬁsh"
instills meaning in the
passages of everyday life.
It melds many of the
world's oldest traditions
with contemporary
celebrations, allowing
people to honor life's
events in tangible ways.
Not a book of complex
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rituals with several
elements, this is a
collection of simple
celebrations for anyone in
the family. 7 illustrations.
A Whole Lot of Lucky
Scholastic Inc.
A Brooklyn subway rat
must cross New York City
to bring his lost little
brother home.
The Luckiest Lady in
London Harper Collins
In this funny, moving
novel, ten-year-old Cass
takes a roadtrip with her
dull-as-dirt dad, only to
learn that he has a few
surprises up his sleeve,
including the power of
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Sway, a family secret that
just might be magical.
Circa Now Bloomsbury
Publishing USA
Dinah Nichols, PR chick
for Green World
International, knows how
to spin a story. She has
to, otherwise how else
would rescuing loons get
the media attention it
deserves? But a visit from
Higher Management guru
Ian Trutch means she'll
have to put some spin on
the "fabulous work" she
and the staﬀ have been
doing. Sure, her latest
hobby of haranguing a
cocky colleague is
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worthwhile, but it isn't
part of GWI's mission
statement or anything.
So, how to convince the
higher-ups she and the
others are working hard
for their higher purpose?
Hmm. Dating Trutch
seemed the obvious
move, but now she's not
so sure he is what he says
he is, and the oﬃce is
turned upside down as
acts of local ecoterrorism
are suddenly on the rise,
and Dinah's famed
mother—a bona ﬁde wellknown Jacques Cousteau
type—makes an
unforgettable

appearance, putting
Dinah's entire career in
jeopardy. Will Dinah
navigate her eclectic crew
to safety, or will they have
to swim for it?
Waterless Mountain
Lulu.com
What happens when one
partner in a relationship
wants to have a child and
the other doesn't? Lindsay
Eynon, a philosophy
lecturer, isn't ready to
start a family yet; he has
other plans. But Kirsten's
biological clock is ticking
and she sees the world
diﬀerently. As their
arguments intensify, so
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does the probability of the
unexpected . . .The
Philosopher's Doll is a
highly unusual, constantly
surprising novel about the
perennial conﬂict between
the head and the heart.
Thought-provoking and
compellingly readable, it
reverberates with the
dilemmas of
contemporary life. In a
culture of aﬄuence, what
do we need in order to be
happy? And just how
much control do we really
have over our lives?
Raﬃe on the Run
Doubleday Books for
Young Readers
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In Working South,
renowned watercolorist
Mary Whyte captures in
exquisite detail the
essence of vanishing bluecollar professions from
across ten states in the
American South with
sensitivity and reverence
for her subjects. From the
textile mill worker and
tobacco farmer to the
sponge diver and elevator
operator, Whyte has
sought out some of the
last remnants of rural and
industrial workforces
declining or altogether
lost through changes in
our economy,
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environment, technology,
and fashion. She shows us
a shoeshine man, a hat
maker, an oysterman, a
shrimper, a ferryman, a
funeral band, and others
to document that these
workers existed and in a
bygone era were once
ubiquitous across the
region. "When a person
works with little audience
and few accolades, a truer
portrait of character is
revealed," explains Whyte
in her introduction. As a
genre painter with skills
and intuition honed
through years of practice
and toil, she shares much
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in common with the
dedication and character
of her subjects. Her
vibrant paintings are
populated by men and
women, young and old,
black and white to
document the range
Southerners whose
everyday labors go
unheralded while keeping
the South in business. By
rendering these workers
amid scenes of their
rough-hewn lives, Whyte
shares stories of the
grace, strength, and
dignity exempliﬁed in
these images of fading
southern ways of life and
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livelihood. Working South
includes a foreword by
Martha Severens, curator
of the Greenville County
Museum of Art in
Greenville, South
Carolina.
Fish Out of Water
Yearling
“An atmospheric
late-1930s adventure with
old-time cinematic
appeal. Fans of fastpaced, far-fetched action
will lap it up as
enthusiastically as Sam
swallows his favorite
brand of sardines.”
—Kirkus Reviews Lantern
Sam is the wise-cracking,

sarcastic, talking cat (for
those who can hear him,
that is) who lives on board
the Lake Erie Shoreliner
train and is one of the
best detectives no one
knows about. He doesn’t
have much patience for
humans (unless they
bring him sardines), but
when 10-year-old traveler
Henry can’t ﬁnd his new
friend, the exuberant
Ellie, Sam’s enlisted to
help. A ransom note is
soon discovered and just
like that, Sam and Henry
are on the case, with the
help of Clarence the
Conductor (who supplies
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Sam’s sardines). But is
Ellie still on board the
train? Did the salesman
with his trunk full of
samples sneak her oﬀ?
And why does that couple
keep acting so
suspiciously? Veteran
middle-grade mystery
author Michael D. Beil has
crafted a hilarious and
appealing adventure set
in the 1930s that’s chockfull of quirky characters
and red herrings, and all
with an irresistible cat at
its center.
And Then Another Sheep
Turned Up Henry Holt and
Company (BYR)
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Comfort Snowberger is
well acquainted with
death since her family
runs the funeral parlor in
their small southern town,
but even so the ten-yearold is unprepared for the
series of heart-wrenching
events that begins on the
ﬁrst day of Easter
vacation with the sudden
death of her beloved
great-uncle Edisto.
Young Fu of the Upper
Yangtze Houghton Miﬄin
Harcourt
After two years, the man
who bought a lifetime
subscription to TiVo
without trying it ﬁnally
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committed to a lifetime
subscription to Tracey
Spadolini. All Tracey
wants is to get hitched
without a hitch–but as the
calendar marches toward
her late-October wedding
date, suddenly she and
her ﬁancé can't agree on
anything. From where to
get married (New York
City or Buﬀalo?) to how
many attendants they're
going to have (she's
already asked eight; he
was thinking of just a best
man). Meanwhile,
Tracey's friends are
caught up in their own
dramas. There's
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newlywed Raphael, who
just had his gay wedding;
newly pregnant Kate, who
is trying to adjust to
impending motherhood;
and Buckley, who is
acting inexplicably
strange. When Buckley
unexpectedly breaks oﬀ
his own engagement, all
but leaving his ﬁancée at
the altar, Tracey is
stunned to learn that he
might be in love with her.
With plenty of snafus to
keep them distracted, is
being Slightly Married the
road to happily ever after,
after all?
Allelopathy Routledge
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Swimming left and right,
up and down and in big
and small circles in his
bowl, Paul the ﬁsh is
astonished when
newcomer Bernadette
drops in and introduces
him to an amazing outside
world depicted in
imaginative paintings.
Enzymes Berrett-Koehler
Publishers
Hailee Richardson never
realized how much she
hated her Salvation Army
life and Goodwill
accessories until the night
her family wins the
lottery. All of a sudden
she's no longer the only
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girl at school without a
cell phone or a brand-new
bike! And the newfound
popularity that comes
with being a lottery
winner is just what she's
always dreamed of. But
the glow of her
smartphone and fancy
new clothes wears oﬀ
when Hailee is transferred
to Magnolia Academy, a
private school. All of a
sudden, her best friend
and parents seem shabby
compared to the beautiful
Magnolia moms and the
popular bad-girl Nikki,
who seems to want to be
her friend. Now, Hailee

wants nothing more than
to grow up-and away-from
her old life. It'll take one
very busy social
networking page, a stolen
ﬁrst kiss, and a whole
carton of eggs for Hailee
to realize that not all luck
is good, not all change is
bad, and a best friend
who's just a call away will
always be more valuable
than a phone.
What I Did For a Duke
Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
Younger Brother, a
Navaho Indian boy,
undergoes eight years of
training in the ancient
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religion of his people and
the practical knowledge of
material existence.
Hare and Tortoise Race
Across Israel Penguin
What will the hare and the
tortoise see as they race
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across Israel from Tel Aviv
to the Dead Sea?
A Yellow Raft in Blue
Water Yearling
Miles goes on a mission to
retrieve a frozen rover on
an ice-covered exoplanet.
Suddenly, his sister,
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Loretta, slips and gets
swept away down the
river. It's up to Miles to
save her in this far-out,
fast-paced early chapter
book ﬁlled with superstellar illustrations!
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